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Last night on my Monday Night Webinar, I brought up the fact that the Church is 
holding its Synod meetings and so, rank and file Catholics need to make sure they
attend and weigh in --- and not be part of the Silent Majority anymore, because 
the Church like any Government, gets assailed by Special Interests and blown off 
course without strong input from the majority stakeholders. 

This, in turn, has unleashed a firestorm of questions, as apparently, the majority 
of Catholics are unaware that their Church is a Government --- literally, a 
theocracy. 

Well, only for the past 1700 years, give or take a few....

Let's start at the beginning. It became the ROMAN Catholic Church when the early
Church Fathers formed a partnership with the Roman Emperor, Constantine. The 
details of the merger deal were private, but from subsequent history we can 
determine that: (1) the church from that time on was split --- with the Roman 
interests running the business side of things as a theocracy, and (2) the Christian 
Church serving as a storefront. 

We can further determine from historical and archaeological records that the 
Romans involved in running the theocracy (government) part of the operation 
were devotees of Mithras, a pre-Christian sun god touted as the "Son of God" --- 
and much more recently, the leadership of the "secular Church" government 
converted to Luciferianism. 

I deduce this conversion of the Roman theocracy to Luciferianism occurred during 
the Belle Epoque Era of the 1880's and 90's and was attached to the Hermetic 
Order of the Golden Dawn---but no matter when it started, it went public with the 
Second Vatican Council in 1962 under Pope John XXIII and has continued ever 
since. 
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Although the original Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn dissolved in 1903 amid 
money and sexual perversion scandals, it's successors continue on today --- most 
especially, Alpha et Omega, which you will see prominently displayed as the name
of one of the great financial trusts. 

So, there have been two sides to the Roman Catholic Church ever since the 
Council of Nicea --- a secular government styled as a theocracy (and not saying 
which kind of religion it practiced) overseen by Roman interests and a church 
focused on promoting good works and doctrine. 

This internal bilateral split in functions and faiths culminated in the Pope having to
occupy at least two offices and serve two Masters --- the Sacred Office of His 
Holiness, the Pope, and the secular office as the head of the Roman Pontificate. 
As long as this has gone on under our noses, it shouldn't be a surprise to anyone, 
much less to Catholics, but I have had hundreds of Catholics writing and calling 
and saying, "Say what? My Church is a Government?"

Yes. 

And like any other government, it gets involved in politics, money, banking, trade 
wars, property management, espionage, military actions, taxes, you name it. If 
governments do it, the Roman Catholic Church does it, and has done it a lot 
longer than most governments on Earth. 

I already pointed out that the "Federal Income Tax" got its start in the 1100's 
when the Church established Peter's Pence, a once-a-year special offering due on 
April 15th, collected by the Inquisition, based on yearly income, to help pay the 
expense of supporting the Crusades --- war debts, in other words. 
That's still the form and function of this tax.

Now, also given this basic information about the form and function of the Roman 
Catholic Church both as a Roman theocracy (government) and as a church 
(religious institution) you are better prepared to analyze what happened in the 
American Civil War and how all that impacts us today. 

The Roman theocracy side of the Church operating the Municipal United States 
Government sided with the Southern Confederacy in the Civil War. They lost. 
Municipal employees and all Catholics were on the hook to pay war reparations as
"citizens of the United States" and were among the chief victims of the infamous 
Territorial Fourteenth Amendment --- which, by the way, was never ratified by the 
actual States. 

This meant that all Catholics and Municipal Employees and Dependents (freed 
black plantation slaves were dumped onto this list as Dependents to spread the 
joy) were stuck paying off war reparations, and being a "citizen of the United 
States" became a Third Class political status nobody wanted, because it meant 
your property could be confiscated, you could be arbitrarily jailed, and your labor 
could be taxed. 



As long as the phony "civil war" continued, this would continue to be the case. 
This is why all the Territorial "Presidents" have declared "wars" on various things 
every two years ever since --- wars on drugs, wars on poverty, wars on the 
common cold --- so long as they could claim that a war was going, they could 
continue to hold the Catholics and Municipal citizenry responsible. 

During the First World War, they were all arbitrarily declared to be "the Enemy", 
and the rats got away with this, by claiming that the American Civil War had never
been ended. 

During the Great Depression, Franklin Delano Roosevelt contrived to entrap 
millions of Americans into this Third Class political status so that there were more 
"Debtors by Definition" to tax. 

During the Second World War, FDR then used this entrapment and "redefinition" 
of Americans as Municipal citizenry to pass otherwise illegal conscription laws (the
draft) and seized upon both the assets and the labor of millions of entrapped and 
misidentified Americans to promote the war effort. 

The Roman theocracy went along with this, even though it knew that the new war 
was going to result in astronomical war debts that would be heaped on American 
Catholics, Negroes, Municipal Employees and their Dependents.

They didn't care, because by that time, the Roman theocracy was worshiping 
Mammon and in bed with military contractors and major industrialists on both 
sides of the war, and they were making out like bandits. 

For the rest of us, it is a classic object lesson. 

By allowing an evil (slavery) to continue to exist, and by continuing to allow the 
criminalization and enslavement of the Municipal citizenry as a Third Class subset 
of the General Public, virtually everyone else was eventually redefined as a 
Municipal citizen and victimized, too. 

It behooves everyone to pause a moment and think: well, so we allowed our 
Catholic neighbors to be enslaved, and that has resulted in blue-blood Protestants
being enslaved, too. And this has happened, even though slavery was supposedly 
abolished in 1865, and again, worldwide, in 1926. 

What in the name of the True God is going on here? We all know that slavery and 
peonage are unjust and evil. We've repeatedly said so. We've fought a huge war 
over it in this country. We've passed laws in both national and international 
venues forbidding it. Why isn't it gone? Why isn't it in the realm of the Dodo Bird 
and Whale Oil and Rotary Phones? 

Pure old avarice and fraud. Slavery is incredibly lucrative business and those who 
profited the most from slavery included Rome, and later, the Roman Catholic 
Church. Of course, they recast it as "slavery to Christ" -- but slavery nonetheless. 



The Roman theocracy presumes that every confirmed Catholic is in fact a slave 
bound for life, obligated to pay all debts of its government and the tag-along 
church, required to obey its leadership without question. It also presumes that any
property belonging to a Catholic, mind, body, soul, home, land, business -- 
belongs to the Pope. Literally. 

This is why they fought on the side of the Southern Confederacy. They make the 
bulk of their money from enslavement. This, more than anything else, is 
apocalyptic --- a great drawing back of the curtain --- allowing everyone to see the
hypocrisy of the pagan uber-wealthy Roman slave owners juxtaposed against the 
endlessly poor-mouthing Christian Church being used as their storefront. 

Now that you all know how they have seized upon your Family Name and 
converted it into the title of a non-existent British Territorial Citizen, and then sold 
that Citizen under bondage to the Pope---- who then creates Municipal 
CORPORATIONS named after you, too, you can begin see how they have conspired
to keep slavery alive and well in the 21st century. 

They can't enslave you, that was outlawed in 1865. They can't enslave a British 
Territorial U.S. Citizen; that was outlawed in 1926. But they can enslave a 
corporation. Heck, they can murder a corporation, rape a corporation, do 
whatever they like to a corporation. And that is why they impersonate you as a 
corporation. And that is why they misaddress you as a corporation. And that is 
why they have the "Diversity Clause" in the Federal Code, allowing a corporation 
to be defined as a "citizen of the United States" -- liable to pay their debts.
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